
Fiix CMMS Health Check:  
Drive maintenance 
performance by making
the most of your CMMS

• Training users on best-in-class strategies for using Fiix in the field

•  Uncovering features or integrations your team is not using, but align with your goals

•  Increasing user adoption of Fiix and ensure organizational  
knowledge is stored in the CMMS

•  Finding reports, metrics, and data to help you measure  
maintenance performance and tell the story of your team’s success

•  Discovering where processes or workflows can be improved to remove bottlenecks 
and capture better insights into costs, performance, and more.

You’ve invested a lot of time and money in setting up and using Fiix. A CMMS Health Check 
is a way to figure out if you’re maximizing this investment. It’s an in-depth audit of how 
your team is using Fiix. This helps us create and put in place a personalized improvement 
plan for your organization so you can optimize your CMMS and the work you do with it.

A Fiix CMMS Health Check helps you identify roadblocks and prescribe solutions specific 
to your organization. No two maintenance teams will get the same benefits. But here are 
some examples of how a Health Check has helped other companies make the most of their 
CMMS:

What is a Fiix CMMS Health Check?

Why do a Fiix CMMS Health Check? 



Our CMMS experts will guide you through the five steps of a Health Check, which include:

1.  Conducting interviews with technicians and managers to understand how Fiix is used, the 
goals of the team, and any challenges that exist

2. Completing a comprehensive review of the system and calculating its health score

3.  Identifying features, functionality, processes, and integrations that could be used to 
improve your CMMS and team efficiency

4. Providing training on CMMS functionality that is currently not being used and retraining 
system administrators on all required CMMS modules

5. Building a tailored, long-term plan to improve the usage of the CMMS with specific 
recommendations and action items

To learn more and to book your Health Check, contact Fiix’s Implementation Team 
Manager Steve Ricard (steve.ricard@fiixsoftware.com). Calculate pricing based on the 
size of your team and Fiix usage with the chart below. Book your Health Check before 
December 31, 2021, and receive 20% off.

*Fiix Forward Offer is available until December 31st, 2021

*NOTE: If Fiix usage criteria exceeds Tier 3, please contact us for a custom quote

# of CMMS users

# of sites

# of assets

# of SMs

# of task groups

# of parts

# of POs

# of complete work orders

Cost

Fiix Forward offer (20% discount)

1-10

1-2

1-300

1-1200

1-50

1-100

0

1-2000

$3,200

$2,560

11-30

3-5

301-600

1201-2400

51-100

101-500

1-200

2001-5000

$4,800

$3,840

31-200

6-10

601-2000

2401-8000

101-200

501-2000

201-1000

5001-10000

$8,000

$6,400

Fiix usage criteria Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

How does a Fiix CMMS Health Check work? 

How do I book a Fiix CMMS Health Check?

mailto:steve.ricard%40fiixsoftware.com?subject=

